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Chapter 11. Dynamic Test Case Selection in Continuous
Integration: Test Result Analysis Using the Eiffel
Framework
This chapter is currently in press:
Ståhl, D., & Bosch, J. (2016). Dynamic Test Case Selection in Continuous Integration: Test Result
Analysis using the Eiffel Framework. In press; accepted for inclusion in Analytic Methods in
Systems and Software Testing.
Abstract
The popular agile practices of continuous integration and delivery stress the rapid and frequent
production of release candidates and evaluation of those release candidates, respectively.
Particularly in the case of very large software systems and highly variable systems, these aspirations
can come into direct conflict with the need for both thorough and extensive testing of the system in
order to build the highest possible confidence in the release candidate. There are multiple strategies
to mitigate this conflict, from throwing more resources at the problem to avoiding end-to-end
scenario tests in favor of lower level unit or component tests. Selecting the most valuable tests to
execute at any given time, however, plays a critical role in this context: repeating the same static
test scope over and over again is a waste that large development projects can ill afford. While a
number of alternatives for dynamic test case selection exist – alternatives that may be used
interchangeably or even in tandem – many require analysis of large quantities of in situ real time
data in the form of trace links. Generating and analyzing such data is a recognized challenge in
industry. In this chapter we investigate one approach to the problem, based on the Eiffel framework
for continuous integration and delivery.

11.1 Introduction
Dynamic test case selection means selecting which tests to execute at a given time, dynamically
at that time, rather than from pre-defined static lists. It also implies performing that selection
somewhat intelligently – blind random selection might be considered dynamic, but is arguably not
overly helpful. Consequently, what we mean by dynamic selection is this intelligent selection,
designed to serve some specific purpose.
There are many such purposes which may be served, not least in a continuous integration and
delivery context. Continuous integration has been shown to be difficult to scale [Roberts 2004,
Rogers 2004]. One problem of continuous integration and delivery of very large systems is that the
test scopes of such systems can be both broad and time consuming – often much longer than the
couple of hours beyond which some will argue that the practice is not even feasible [Beck 2000]. At
the same time, others state that a cornerstone of continuous integration practice is that all tests much
pass [Duvall 2007], which is clearly problematic.
This is particularly the case in certain segments of the industry. While in a generic cloud
environment the problem can to a certain extent be solved, or at least mitigated, by throwing more
inexpensive hardware at it, large embedded software systems developed for specialized bespoke
hardware do not have that option. Examples of this, studied by us in previous work [Ståhl 2014b,
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Ståhl 2016b], include telecommunication networks, road vehicles and aircraft. The problem is
further exacerbated by the high degree of customizability and the large number of variants of these
products, where it is no longer even clear what 100% passing tests actually means. All tests passing
in all product variants – of which there may be many thousands – is clearly not feasible (not to
mention verifying all requirements).
The conclusion from this is that there is reason to carefully consider which tests to execute when,
the better to maximize coverage and confidence in the software, while minimizing the time and cost
required; and the larger the test scope and the more expensive and/or scarce the test equipment, the
greater reason for doing so.
That being said, there are multiple ways to seek that optimization, and they are not mutually
exclusive. The practice of minimizing high level scenario tests in favor of low level unit or
component tests – essentially pushing test value down through the "test pyramid" [Cohn 2010] – is
often highlighted, particularly in agile circles [Fowler 2012]. Once everything has been pushed as
far down as it can be pushed, however, one is still left with the high level (and expensive) tests that
remain, and the need to decide which ones to execute.
There is a number of option for such selection. One may wish to prioritize tests that have not
been executed for a long time, tests verifying recently implemented or changed requirements,
recently failed tests, tests that have not recently been executed in a certain configuration, tests with
a low estimated cost of execution [Huang 2012], tests that tend to fail uniquely as opposed to failing
in clusters together with other tests, tests that tend to fail when certain parts of the source code are
modified, et cetera. They all have one thing in common, however: they require real time traceability
of not only which tests were executed when and for how long, but also items under test,
requirements, source changes and test environments.
Such traceability capabilities require advanced tool support, yet traceability is a domain where
the industry is struggling, with an identified lack of infrastructure and tooling oriented solutions
[Cleland-H. 2014] and particularly tooling "fully integrated with the software development tool
chain" [Rempel 2013], with few studies on industry practice [Mäder 2009]. Against this
background, we will discuss the open source continuous integration and delivery framework Eiffel,
originally developed by Ericsson to address these challenges.

11.2 The Eiffel Framework
Providing a wide portfolio of products which constitute part of the critical infrastructure of
modern society, Ericsson must not only meet strict regulatory and legal demands, but also live up to
demanding non-functional requirements, ensuring e.g. high availability and robustness. With an
ambitious continuous integration and delivery agenda, the company has faced the dual challenge of
making these practices scale to the considerable size of its product development – many of its
products requiring thousands of engineers to develop – and to not only preserve but also improve
the traceability of its development efforts.
In response to this challenge and finding no satisfactory commercially available alternatives –
particularly considering its very heterogeneous development environment – Ericsson created its
own enterprise continuous integration and delivery framework, called Eiffel. Originally developed
in 2013 and now licensed and available as open source, Eiffel affords both scalability and
traceability by emitting real time events reporting on the behavior of the continuous integration and
delivery system. Whenever something of interest occurs – a piece of source code was changed, a
new composition was defined, a test was started, a test was finished, a new product version was
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published et cetera – a message describing the event is formed and broadcast globally. Each such
event further contains references to other events, constituting trace links to semantically related
engineering artifacts. For instance, a test may thus identify its item under test, which in turn
identifies the composition it was built from, which references an included source change, which
finally links to a requirement implemented by that change. A more elaborate Eiffel event graph
example is shown in Figure 48.

Figure 48: A simple example of an Eiffel event graph. Event names have been abbreviated: the
full names of all Eiffel events are on the format Eiffel...Event, e.g. EiffelArtifactCreatedEvent.

By listening to and analyzing these events, Ericsson has managed to address both scalability and
the traceability challenges outlined above. Scalability, because each of the globally broadcast events
serves as an extension point where a particular continuous integration and delivery system may be
hooked into by others in the company interested in the communicated information. That way
differences in tooling, equipment, technology, processes or geographic location are abstracted away,
enabling a decentralized approach to building very large yet performant systems. Traceability,
because when persistently stored the graph formed by these events and their semantic references
allows a great number of engineering questions to be answered; in the very simple example above,
questions such as whether the requirement has been verified, which versions of the product the
software change has been integrated into or, conversely, which software changes and requirement
implementations have been added in any one version of that product.
It deserves to be pointed out that this is done in real time – not by asking colleagues, making
phone calls or by managing spreadsheets, but by database queries. This constitutes a crucial
difference to traditional approaches to traceability, which tend to be manual and/or ex post facto
[Asuncion 2010]. Consequently, as found in previous work [Ståhl 2016a], the improvement in
traceability effectiveness in projects after the adoption of the Eiffel framework is significant.
Table 31 shows the results of an experiment conducted in one such project. Before adopting
Eiffel, the tracing of which components used which versions of their dependencies was completely
manual and tracked via multiple non-centralized spreadsheets. Consequently, any attempt at
collating this information into a coherent overview was also a manual processing relying on mail
and phone queries, taking weeks and done at irregular intervals. Using Eiffel, however, the same
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data is continuously gathered in minutes using simple database queries. While this example shows
the importance of effective and conducive tooling on content traceability – which changes, work
items and requirements have been included in a given version of the system and vice versa – the
same applies to test traceability as well. We argue that this radical improvement in traceability
practice is a game changer that truly enables dynamic test case selection: in a continuous integration
and delivery context one is simply forced to decide the test scope based not on mail conversations
but on database queries.
This is particularly the case in large organizations developing large systems. To exemplify, a
study of multiple industry cases [Ståhl 2017] reveals that the larger the developing organization, the
larger the average size of commits (see Figure 13). When, as in one of the studied cases, 40-50
changes averaging nearly 3,000 lines of code are committed every day, manual analysis to
determine the test scope of those changes is simply not an option.

11.3 Test Case Selection Strategies
As discussed in Section 11.1, there is a number of options available with regards to the criteria by
which to dynamically select test cases for execution. Regardless which option one chooses, the rules
governing the selection in a particular scenario need to be carefully described in a structured
fashion; we term this description a test case selection strategy to emphasize the difference to
traditional static collections of test cases often referred to as test suites or test campaigns.
To be clear, a test case selection strategy may combine one or more methods of selection,
including static identification of test cases. Consequently, such a strategy may in its simplest form
be equivalent to a traditional test suite, but may also be much more advanced. To exemplify, it may
dictate that tests A, B and C shall be included, as well as tests tagged as "smoke-test" and any
scenario tests which have failed in any of the last five executions.
Entering this type of logic into a single selection strategy description affords a high degree of
flexibility to test leaders and test managers: it constitutes a single point of control where they can
adjust the testing behavior of the continuous integration and delivery system. Perhaps more
importantly, however, it can serve as a vital bulkhead between the separate concerns of continuous
integration and delivery job configuration and test management. As we study implementations of
continuous integration and delivery practice in the industry, not only do we frequently see static test
scopes which remain unchanged for years at a time, but we see them woven into hundreds of e.g.
Jenkins job configurations where they are tangled into build scripts, environment management,
triggering logic et cetera, causing great difficulties for non-expert users to control and maintain the
system.

11.4 Automated vs. Manual Tests
In the paradigm of continuous integration and delivery, considerable emphasis is placed on the
automation of tests, and rightfully so. Achieving the speed, frequency and consistency required to
produce and evaluate release candidates at the rapid pace these practices call for mandates
automation wherever automation is feasible. In our experience, both as practitioners and as
researchers, we find that there is still room for manual testing, however; not the repetitious rote
testing often seen in traditional development methods to verify functionality, but testing in areas
where computers are not (yet) a match for human judgment. Such areas include advanced human215

machine-interfaces and exploratory testing. To exemplify, in previous work we have studied the
continuous integration and delivery system of jet fighter aircraft development [Ståhl 2016b] where
the ability of controls and feedback systems – not only visual, but also tactile – to aid the pilot is
ultimately determined by the pilot's subjective perception of them. As for exploratory testing, there
is great value in letting a knowledgeable human do their utmost to explore weaknesses and try to
break the system any way they can. That being said, such manual testing activities arguably do not
belong on the critical path of the software production pipeline, where they may increase lead times
and cause delays, but as parallel complementary activities.
Regardless of why, where or how one performs manual tests, however, from a traceability point
of view it is crucial that manual test results are as well documented as automated ones, and
preferably documented in the same way so that a single, unified view of test results, requirements
verification and progress can be achieved. All too often we witness that not only are manually
planned, conducted, documented and tracked test projects treated as completely separate from and
irreconcilable with automated tests, but automated tests of diverse test frameworks are also
reported, stored and analyzed independently. This results in multiple unrelated views on product
quality and maturity – views that project managers, product owners and release managers must take
into account to form an overview.
One advantage of the Eiffel framework is that it creates a layer of abstraction on top of this
divergence. While clearly identifying the executed test case and the environment it was executed in,
it makes no difference between types of tests, test frameworks or indeed whether it was manually
conducted or not (with the caveat that the execution method is recorded so that it may be filtered on
in subsequent queries, if relevant). This is not only important from a traceability point of view and a
prerequisite for non-trivial dynamic test case selection, as will be discussed in Section 11.5, but
going back to the ability of the framework to not only document but also drive the continuous
integration and delivery system this agnosticism forms a bridge between human and computer
agents in that system: here it is entirely feasible for an automated activity (such as further testing, or
a build job) to be triggered as a consequence of manual activities.

11.5 Test Case Selection Based on Eiffel Data
In previous sections we have discussed the need for dynamic test case selection and how it
requires traceability while touching upon selection strategies and handling of manual and automated
tests on a conceptual level. We have also introduced the Eiffel framework and looked at its ability to
afford that traceability. Now let us investigate on a very concrete level how such test selection may
be carried out, based on data provided by the Eiffel framework.
In Section 11.1 we listed several examples of methods for test case selection. We suggest that all
of these may favorably be achieved through analysis of Eiffel events and their relationships. To
demonstrate this, we will look at two of these methods in greater detail.
•

Selecting tests that tend to fail when certain parts of the source code are modified
requires a historical record of test executions mapped to source code changes, which may be
generated from EiffelTestCaseFinishedEvent (TCFE), EiffelTestCaseStartedEvent (TCSE),
EiffelArtifactCreatedEvent
(ACE),
EiffelCompositionDefinedEvent
(CDE)
and
EiffelSourceChangeSubmittedEvent (SCSE). Figure 49 shows how TCFE references TCSE
via its testCaseExecution link, whereupon TCSE references ACE via the iut (Item Under
Test) link, which in reference CDE via its composition link, which references any number of
SCSE via elements. Traversing this event graph allows test executions to be connected to
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source code changes. The TCFE contains the verdict of the test case execution, TCSE
identifies the test case, SCSE points to the relevant source code revision (e.g. a Git commit).
Analyzing a sufficient set of source code changes and resulting test executions, it is thus
possible to map changes to particular parts of the software (e.g. individual files) and failure
rates of subsequent test executions. This information can then be used to prioritize tests
likely to fail, and/or adjusting the test scope for each individual change as it affects more or
less error prone areas of the software.
•

Selecting tests that have not recently been executed in a certain configuration may
similarly be done based on analysis of EiffelTestCaseStartedEvent (TCSE) and
EiffelEnvironmentDefinedEvent (EDE), where TCSE references EDE via its environment
link. The latter event describes a specific environment in greater or lesser detail – depending
on the technology domain and the need for detail such a description may consist of anything
from e.g. a Docker image to a network topology or to the length of the cables used to
connect the equipment. By querying for EDEs matching certain criteria and then selecting
any TCSEs referencing those events a list of test case executions in matching environments
can be built. As TCSE identifies the test case which was executed, as well as a time stamp, a
list of test cases sorted by the time they last were executed in a matching environment can
be compiled.

Figure 49: Eiffel events required for selecting tests that tend to fail when certain parts of the
source code are modified.

The remainder of the use cases listed in Section 11.1 can be addressed in a similar way.
It shall be noted that when analyzing historical test records it is imperative that one distinguishes
between what one intended to do, and what was actually done – in terms of which tests were
executed, but particularly with regards to the environment in which it was done. In other words,
linking a test execution to the test request, including environment constraints (in Eiffel terminology,
the Test Execution Recipe) may be useful, but the much more important link is to a snapshot of the
environment where the test was truly executed. This is why the Eiffel framework clearly
distinguishes between these, and lets EiffelTestCaseStartedEvent link to both of them with explicitly
different semantics.

11.6 Test Case Atomicity
In any dynamic test case selection scheme, the smallest selectable entity is one which is atomic in
the sense that it can be executed in isolation, independently of other test cases which may or may
not have preceded it. In practice, it is not uncommon to see test cases implemented in suites, with
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explicit or implicit dependencies on the particular order of execution. This poses a severe
impediment to any attempt to dynamically select test cases: no longer can the individual test cases
be selected to optimize for a wanted outcome, but instead one must select entire suites containing
those test cases.
We argue that dynamic test case selection may still be feasible in such a situation, but that its
efficacy is severely reduced.

11.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we have described how the open source continuous integration and delivery
framework Eiffel was developed by Ericsson to address the challenges of scalability and
traceability. Furthermore, we have discussed the dynamic selection of test cases as a method to
reduce time and resource usage of particularly continuous delivery testing. We have then posited
that the traceability data generated by Eiffel can in fact be used great effect to facilitate a wide range
of dynamic test selection methods, and shown through examples how this can be achieved.
We believe that the possibilities outlined in this chapter serve as opportunities for further
research, particularly into empirical validation of the ability of the Eiffel framework to satisfy the
traceability requirements of dynamic test case selection, with regards to functionality as well as
performance.
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